Nonprofit Brilliance: A Guide to Creating a Bright Future

Nonprofit Brilliance guides nonprofits of
all sizes toward a desired future.
Inspiration, aspiration, and wishful
thinking are not enough to guarantee a
sustainable future. High functioning,
mission achieving nonprofit status can only
be reached through a culture that thrives on
knowing itself, its capabilities, and
understanding what needs to be done in the
future before tomorrow arrives.
Nonprofit Brilliance shows leaders how to
engage employees in strategic thinking,
planning, managing, and creating the future
you have always envisioned. It presents a
framework for creating diverse teams to
promote culture and product improvement,
behaviors that encourage strategic thinking,
the importance of aligning all work with
vision for the future, and how to engage all
stakeholders with mission delivery.
Benefits to reading Nonprofit Brilliance.
You will learn how to: Make data-based
decisions
Engage all employees with
organizational problem solving Develop
and use templates and charts to collect and
analyze data
Create a meaningful and
realistic mission statement that leads to a
deep commitment to the mission Identify
and monitor your organizations vital signs
Embed change into the very fabric of your
culture with the reassurance that change
does not need to be painful
Create a
dynamic and engaged board Use a budget
to design the future Appeal to new donors
Visualize and move toward the nonprofit
of your dreams
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